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Abstract. As everyone can enrich or rather impoverish crowd-sourcing
contents, it is a crucial need to continuously improve automatic qual-
ity contents assessment tools. Structural-based analysis methods devel-
oped for such quality prediction purposes generally handle a limited or
manually fixed number of families of nodes and relations. This lack of
genericity prevents existing algorithms for being adaptable to platforms
evolutions. In this work, we propose a generic and adaptable algorithm,
called HSQ, generalising various state-of-the-art models and allowing the
consideration of graphs defined by an arbitrary number of nodes seman-
tics. Evaluations performed over the two representative crowd-sourcing
platforms Wikipedia and Stack Exchange state that the consideration of
additional nodes semantics and relations improve the performances of
state-of-the-art approaches.
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1 Introduction

Scientific literature has demonstrated strong correlations between users author-
ity and contents quality on collaborative platforms [6,8,12,21]. Statistically,
authoritative users are more likely to produce high quality content than
others. Many state-of-the-art link analysis approaches exploit this mutual rein-

forcement principle between quality and authority for a quality assessment
task [3,11,14,17,21]. However, most of them suffer from two major limitations.
First, the lack of genericity of the formulations restricts them to a particular
platform, making the solutions hardly transposable from one portal to another.
Second, the lack of adaptability of the formulations prevents the algorithms
from anticipating changes in the underlying graph. Thus, additional semantics
of nodes or relations are most of the cases impossible to handle. These two
limitations, shared by many structural-based algorithms, constitute the main
motivations of our work. Our contributions are as follows:

– We propose a generic formulation of collaborative platforms using heteroge-
neous graphs and an unsupervised algorithm, HSQ (Heterogeneous Struc-
tural Quality), handling an unpredefined number of semantics of nodes and
relations;



– We demonstrate the genericity of the proposal by instanciating three different
and recent state-of-the-art algorithms and show how to easily integrate new
semantics of nodes and relations;

– We conduct empirical studies on two real data sets from the Wikipedia and
Stack Exchange portals that demonstrate a significant interest of considering
additional entities and relations for the quality assessment task in crowd-
sourcing platforms.

2 Related Work

A first family of models for the quality assessment task on collaborative platforms
exploit contents signals. Textual indices, numbers of citations or content length
are some examples of content features used by content-based quality models. For
example, on Wikipedia, it has been shown that the number of words per article [4]
and the lifespan of the edits [1] are good quality predictors. However, content-
based signals are too specific to a specific platform. Our work falls in the second
family of approaches exploiting structural signals from the relations between the
entities. Many works has empirically demonstrated correlations between users
authority and contents quality, justifiying the wide range of PageRank [16] and
HITS [13] based methods developped in the literature. On Wikipedia, a study of
Dalip et al. [7] shows that structural features represent the most important family
of predictors in a quality prediction task. More particularly, non considering
such features leads to the greatest loss in terms of model quality. Hu et al. [10]
propose to identify high quality articles on Wikipedia by exploiting this mutual
dependency over a bipartite graph associating the articles to their contributors.
Still on Wikipedia, a previous work [8] shows the interest of considering a co-
edit relation between authors and reviewers to identify high quality articles. The
study postulates that authoritative users get used to collaborate to produce high
quality articles. Zhang et al. [20] apply the PageRank algorithm to on-line forums
to identify authoritative users. Campbell et al. [5] and more recently Jurczyk et
al. [12] make use of the HITS algorithm over a users-interaction graph to show
a positive correlation between authority and quality. Recent analysis on Stack
Overflow [15] and Quora [2,18] underlines the cyclic relation between content
quality and producers authority.

If this mutual reinforcement principle has been extensively exploited for sim-
ple graphs considering a few types of nodes and relations, it seems that no
formulation has been proposed for more complex graphs and in particular for
heterogeneous graphs.

3 Approach Description

Notations. Let G = (H,V) be an heterogeneous graph defined over m families
of nodes H = {Ui}1≤i≤m, and a set of binary relations V ⊆ H×H. We denote by
ni the number of entities in the family Ui. Let (Ui,Uj) ∈ V be a pair of families.
We note Vij the relation defined over Ui × Uj and Aij the associated adjacency



matrix. We denote by qi ∈ [0, 1]ni the quality scores vector of the entities in the
family Ui.

Model. Firstly, for each pair of families (Ui,Uj) ∈ V, we suppose a pair of influ-

ence functions (fij , gji) to model the reinforcement principle. Informally, the
quality of the nodes in Ui influences the nodes quality in Uj and conversely, the
nodes quality in Uj influences back the nodes quality in Ui. This cyclic relation is
illustrated in Fig. 1(a). More formally, we impose xj = fij(yi) and yi = gij(xj),
with xi ∈ [0, 1]ni and yi ∈ [0, 1]ni being two vectors of partial quality scores.
Note that if (Ui,Uj) /∈ V, we assume fij = gij = 0. Secondly, by considering
linear aggregations of the different influences (see example in Fig. 1(b)), we have
xi =

∑m

j=1 fji(yj) and yi =
∑m

j=1 gij(xj). In this work, we consider the case
where influence functions are directly expressed by the adjacency matrices corre-
sponding to each relation. Formally, ∀Vij ∈ V, fij = AT

ij and gij = Aij . Finally,

by benoting x
(t)
i and y

(t)
i the partial quality scores at the tth iteration of a label

propagation process, the proposed quality model is expressed as follow:
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Fig. 1. (a) Reinforcement principle between two families Ui and Uj such that (Ui, Uj) ∈
V. (b) Linear aggregation of incoming influence functions for family Ul.
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The quality qi for each family Ui ∈ V is computed as an aggregation function Ai

of the partial quality scores xi and yi, formally qi = Ai(xi,yi). In this work, Ai

is the average function ∀i ∈ {1, ...,m}.

Computation. The proposed algorithm, HSQ (Heterogeneous Structural Qual-
ity), is an iterative label propagation procedure propagating the adjusted scores
through the relations Vij . Main steps are the following. (1) Initialization. For

each Ui ∈ H, set x
(0)
i and y

(0)
i to random vectors. (2) Propagation. For each

Ui ∈ H, update scores x
(t)
i and y

(t)
i with Eq. (1). (3) Normalization. Set

||x
(t)
i || = 1 and ||y

(t)
i || = 1. (4) Return Ai(xi,yi).

Steps (2) and (3) are repeated until a convergence step is reached. Conver-
gence of the algorithm for the trivial case m = 1 is demonstrated in [9]. For the

general case m ≥ 1, we stop the propagation when
m∑

i=1

||x
(t)
i −x

(t−1)
i ||2 + ||y

(t)
i −

y
(t−1)
i ||2 ≤ ǫ. The algorithm returns a vector of scores qi ∈ R

ni for each family



of nodes Ui ∈ H. These scores should be ranked independently for each family
in decreasing order of (predicted) quality.

Instances and Competitors. Wiki platforms are modelled with heterogeneous
graphs using two families of nodes, the set of users and the set of articles (see
Fig. 2(a)). Question and Answering websites are modelled with four families of
nodes : users, answers, questions and comments (see Fig. 2(b)).
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Fig. 2. (a) Wiki platform instance (m = 2). (b) Stack Exchange instance (m = 4).

On Wiki, the Basic model [10] constitutes a particular instance of the pro-
posal, considering a bipartite graph (m = 2). Inter-user and inter-document
relations are not considered, i.e., V11 = V22 = ∅. HSQ completes the previous
model by considering collaborations V11 between users. Corresponding adjency
matrix is such that A11(i, j) is the number of articles users i et j have co-edited.
The degree of collaboration of the users is captured.

On Q&A websites, the HITS approach [11] and NCR model [21] are also
particular instances of our model. In [11], a simple graph (m = 1) is considered,
with U1 being the set of users. Authors assumes that A11(i, j) = 1 if user j has
answered at least once to a question formulated by user i. In [21], a graph with
three families of nodes (m = 3) is considered, with U1, U2 and U3 being the set
of users, answers and questions respectively. HSQ completes the NCR model
by considering an additional set of entities U4 (the comments) and an inter-user
relation V11. Adjency matrix associated to the inter-user relation is such that
A11(i, j) is the number of answers i has provided before j to common questions.
The reactivity of the users is captured.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets Description

Wikipedia.1 A subset of roughly 23 000 articles was used. These articles were
generated by 110 000 users and have been reviewed by the Editorial Team Assess-
ment of the WikiProject. Each article is thus labelled according to the WikiPro-

ject quality grading scheme and belongs to one of the six class FA ≻ A ≻ GA ≻
B ≻ C ≻ S. We assigned to each article i a numerical label yi that respects

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki.



the user preferences. From yi = 0 (class S, Stub Articles, i.e., very bad quality
articles with no meaningful content) to yi = 5 (class FA, Featured Articles, i.e.,
complete and professional articles). This scale is used as the ground truth in
our evaluation. Recall we aim to rank articles by decreasing order of predicted
quality. The repartition of the articles per class is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Statistics for the Wikipedia dataset.

Class FA A GA B C S

Label (yi) 5 4 3 2 1 0

Number of articles 245 51 346 1 012 1 946 18 823

Stack Exchange.2 The public dump of the Stack Exchange platform was used
for evaluation. From October 2008 to September 2014, roughly 1 million of users,
over 109 differents subplatforms, have generated more than 1.5 millions of ques-
tions, 2.5 millions of answers and 6.5 millions of comments. Numerical answers
up votes, ranging from −65 to 2 182 for very popular answers are converted into
integers. A first scale, noted bs, is a binary scale where all negative answers,
i.e., answers with score in ] − ∞, 0], constitute negative examples (yi = 0) while
all answers with positive scores constitute positive examples (yi = 1). A second
scale, used for ranking evaluation, noted rs, is detailed in Table 2. Excepted for
answers judged as bad quality (with negative scores), classes are balanced. Note
that using bs, we evaluate the capacity of the models to identify positive answers.
Using rs, the capacity of the models to rank answers in decreasing order of qual-
ity is evaluated.

Table 2. Answers scores discretization for the Stack Exchange dataset.

Class A B C D E

Scores interval ] − ∞, −1] {0} {1} {2, 3} ]3, ∞[

Number of answers 52 540 542 562 629 443 629 443 651 825

Label yi 0 1 2 3 4

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

The ranking over the articles and the answers is evaluated with the Nor-

malized Discount Cumulative Gain at k (NDCG@k) [19]. Let σ be the per-
mutation ordering the documents by decreasing order of predicted quality.

The DCG@k is defined as DCG(σ, k) =
∑k

i=1
2

yσ(i)−1
log(1+i) , where yj is the label

of document j. To compare different rankings, the normalized DCG is used,

2 http://blog.stackoverflow.com/2009/06/stack-overflow-creative-commons-data-
dump/.



NDCG(σ, k) = DCG(σ,k)
DCG(σ∗,k) , where σ∗ is the optimal ranking. On Wikipedia, σ∗

places all Features Articles on top, then all articles belonging to class A, and so
on. On Stack Exchange, the degree of relevance of an answer is given by scale bs

or rs. The average NDCG@k is reported over all the questions. We also evaluate
the precision of the solutions. On Wikipedia, we report the fraction of positive
predictions per class. On Stack Exchange, the average fraction of positive answers
beyond the first k answers over all the questions is reported.

4.3 Experiment Results

Results on the Wikipedia and Stack Exchange datasets are summarized in
Tables 3 and 4 respectively. In both cases, user parameter ǫ is fixed to 10−4.

Table 3. Evaluations of the two solutions on the Wikipedia dataset.

Model FA A GA B C S

N
D

C
G Basic 73.77 75.14 80.76 81.87 84.11 93.11

HSQ 74.39 75.75 81.54 81.19 83.16 93.80

P
r
e
c
. Basic 62.45 0 8.67 39.03 34.53 94.17

HSQ 64.9 0 17.92 29.55 30.27 93.16

Table 4. Evaluations of the three solutions on the Stack Exchange dataset using the
NDCG metric on scales bs and rs and the Precision metric on scale bs.

Model k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 k=10 k=20

N
D

C
G

HITS
bs 88.38 88.89 90.13 92.47 95.01 95.39
rs 67.27 71.26 75.64 80.29 85.21 85.98

NCR
bs 89.22 89.64 90.81 93 95.37 95.72
rs 69.33 73.07 77.26 81.26 86.21 86.91

HSQ
bs 89.38 89.92 91.15 93.27 95.5 95.82

rs 69.49 74.47 77.85 82.08 86.41 87.05

P
re

c.

HITS 81.41 80.38 79.14 77.85 49.92 26.63
NCR 82.52 81.28 79.89 78.31 50.00 26.65
HSQ 82.83 81.85 80.55 78.77 50.10 26.66

On Wikipedia, regarding classes FA and GA, experiments are very conclusive.
Proposed solution clearly outperforms Basic [10], suggesting a non-negligible
benefit (+2% and +9% for FA and GA articles resp.) of considering the strength
of collaborations to identify high quality articles. Interestingly, the co-edit rela-
tion integrated in HSQ is not helpful for discriminating mid or poor quality
articles (classes B, C, and S. On Stack Exchange, the interest of the proposition
is immediate. For both metrics, proposed solution outperforms competitors. We
conclude that both users reactivity and users engagement bring discriminating
informations to identify authoritative users and, therefore, high quality answers.



5 Conclusions

In the scientific litterature, structural-based analysis approaches for quality pre-
diction purpose rely on graphs considering a few number of families of nodes
and relations. Moreover, most of them suffer from a common lack of genericity
and adaptability. To tackle these limitations, an unsupervised structural based
algorithm, HSQ, was proposed. Base on a heterogeneous graph representation
of the data, the proposal enables the reformulation of various state-of-the-art
methods. By instanciating HSQ over the two major collaborative platforms
Wikipedia and Stack Exchange, we have shown the genericity of the proposed
solution. Experiment results have suggested that considering additional entities
and interactions in the model was beneficial. In future work, we plan to study
different influence functions in order to give different strengths for each family
of entities.
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